
 
1st paragraph  
Song: The Prince Bel air [THEME SONG] 
 
Now this is a story all about how to measure earthquakes and save your life 
So we’d like to take a minute just sit right there 
And I’ll tell you all about what’s down in there 
  
2nd paragraph  
Song: Maps, Maroon 5 
 
When you want to measure the shaking ground  
You use a seismograph 
When the ground starts to shake and quake  
The instrument case moves and that’ll mean 
There’s an earthquake coming 
There’s an earthquake starting 
You better start running  
You better start hiding  
And I wonder how you know 
How you know there’s an earthquake down there 
Well you use a seismograph  
But I wonder what it does 
Well it measures all the waves from the earthquake 
And the bigger they are the are more dangerous 
They’re really dangerous  
Unless they’re really small 
But they’re still dangerous 
(dangerous, dangerous, dangerous) 
  
 
3th paragraph  
Song: Shape of you, Ed Sheeran 
 
A seismograph is a good instrument for measuring earthquakes  
You bring them out to sea and then you lay them on bedrocks  
Come over here and see all the diagrams being made  
You know we keep them on our boat till we get back to base 
And now we’re singing like…. 
 
 
4th paragraph 
Song: Wannabe, Spice Girls 
 
Now imma tell you how do it from your bed 
You got to buy some tech to help you prepare 
We gotta set em’ in the place 
And lock it with your grace 



It’ll record everything 
And every minor ring 
 
 
5th paragraph = Conclusion 
Song: The Cup Song  
 
Now you know how to measure an earthquake  
You got to use a seismograph 
And you put it in the sea  
And wait for it to move  
That’s how you measure with a seismograph 
When it moves` 
When it moves  
You better get your loved ones cause there’s an earthquake 
And get protected right away 
 
 


